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CARP CARE
All carp anglers have one thing in one common: a desire and responsibility to ensure that every carp they catch is 

treated with the utmost respect and care, and that their quarry is returned to its watery home none the worse for 

its experience.

At Fox we take carp care very seriously, which is why, over the coming pages you’ll fi nd what we believe to be the 

best unhooking mats, nets and slings on the market. The fi sh we target are getting bigger by the year and so it’s 

essential that our carp care equipment is up to the job of protecting these precious creatures. With us sourcing 

the very best quality materials and applying extreme attention to detail, you can remain safe in the knowledge 

that your hard-earned cash is being invested in the very best, when you purchase Fox carp care items.

New for the 2019 catalogue is the Carpmaster Air unhooking mat. Well over a decade ago we launched our original 

infl atable model and in recent years we’ve received countless requests to bring back this style of mat. We’re pleased 

now, to be able to off er this style once again in our range. In addition to the mat, we have some new EOS landing 

nets, designed to complement our entry-level EOS rods. In our opinion, these nets off er unrivalled value for money.

CARP CARE
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NEW

CARPMASTER® AIR MATS

  Inflatable unhooking mat design for ultimate fish 
protection

  Two changeable heavy-duty air chambers 

  Unlike other inflatable mats on the market, the air valves 
are positioned in the end of the mat allowing all air to 
easily push out as the mat is rolled up 

  Can be used as a traditional cradle but can also be used 
flipped upside down

  When used upside down it makes handling very large 
carp much easier as the one-piece heavy-duty fabric 
base allows the angler to slide their arms under the fish 
ensuring complete control 

  When used in the upside down position the cover is 
simply removed from its normal position, repositioned 
and Velcro-fixed back in place

  Heavy-duty PVC base and tube protection 

  210D polyester fabric styled in unique Fox camo pattern

  Removable 50mm high density foam base

  Pegging points to prevent mat moving in strong winds

  Elasticated and Velcro safety flap 

  Polyester carry handles

  Available in two sizes, Standard: 100cm x 50cm and 
XL: 125cm x 70cm (internal dimensions)

  Supplied with carry bag and foot pump

*RRP

CCC044 Carpmaster Air Mat  £139.99 

CCC045 Carpmaster Air Mat XL  £169.99 

Air valves positioned at end of mat

Pegging points to prevent mat moving

Reinforcements in all of the needed areas

FEATURES

Side carry handles 
Supplied with carry bag 
and foot pump

Can also be used 
upside down

Standard

XL

*RRP - Recommended retail price
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3.40kg

2.50kg

CARP CARE

EASY MAT™
  Revolutionary design that has been copied 
by many, but never bettered!

  Easy-to-use ‘pop-up’ frame design enables the mat to 
be assembled and packed away in a matter of seconds

  Flexible sides help to prevent your catch from 
flipping/sliding off the mat, yet due to their flexible 
nature they are fish-safe unlike many of the rigid, 
metal frame mats on the market 

  Extremely well padded base (50mm foam) 
with fish-friendly finish

  Available in two sizes – Standard and XL

  Both sizes feature reinforced carry straps

  Carry bag supplied as standard

  Compact square shape when packed down 
makes this design barrow friendly

*RRP

CCC033 Easy Mat Standard  £74.99 

CCC034 Easy Mat XL  £84.99 

DELUXE CARPMASTER® UNHOOKING MAT 

  Designed to offer unrivalled padding and 
protection to your catch

  Reinforced, high sides with deep padding that 
prevent fish from sliding off of mat

  80mm deep padding  on base

  Easy-clean mucus-friendly lining

  Reinforced webbing straps for more even 
weight distribution when carrying a fish 
to and from the water in the mat

  Stiffened EVA grab handles

  Zipped pocket on side for carp care kit, 
forceps and/or weighing scales

  Handy hanging loop for drying mat on bank or at home

  Folds away relatively compact considering 
depth of padding

  100% Polyester

*RRP

CCC029 Delux Carpmaster Cradle  £99.99 

CCC031 Deluxe Carpmaster Cradle XL  £124.99 

Supplied with handy carry bag

FEATURES

50mm deep padding

Standard Dimensions:
Open size (internal): 
L: 108cm x W: 50cm x H: 15cm
Packed size: 
L: 52cm x W: 56cm x H: 13cm

XL Dimensions:
Open size (internal): 
L: 119cm x W: 66cm x H: 18cm
Packed size: 
L: 88cm W: x 60cm x H: 13cm

EASY...

Velcro straps and a handy zipped pocket 
for storing carp care essentials

FEATURES

Extra-thick padding with an easy-clean 
lining, for ultimate protection

Standard Dimensions:
L: 125cm  x W: 65cm x H: 28cm

XL Dimensions:
L: 138cm  x W: 73cm x H: 28cm
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STR FLOATATION WEIGH SLING 
  Perfect for weighing your catch as well as 
retaining it for a short period whilst preparing for 
photography (STR = Short Term Retention)

  Built around full-length floats, which support a 
lightweight, fish-friendly, soft nylon and mesh section

  Mesh section designed to maximise water 
exchange to ensure fish stays healthy

  Top mesh panel allows you to view fish at all times

  Zipped on three sides to allow sling to 
lay flat on your unhooking mat

  Full-length double zips secured by 
a dog clip to ensure security

  Sculpted to house and fully support 
fish centrally during weighing

  Zip baffles to fully protect fish

  Reinforced stitching on all pressure points

  Double grab handles each end for 
safe lifting and carrying

  3m heavy-duty sack cord supplied in an external pocket

  Supplied in nylon sleeve / stink bag

  Mesh venting allows rapid water drainage 
for quick, accurate weighing

  Double weigh-handles with centre-locating loops

  Fox Camo version also available

  100% Polyester

  Dimensions: L: 124cm  x W: 39cm with a drop of 75cm

*RRP

CCC035 Camo STR Floatation Weigh Sling  £59.99 

CCC026 STR Weigh Sling  £49.99 

ROYALE® CARP SACK 

  Designed to ensure maximum protection 
and security when retaining a carp

  Fish-friendly soft mesh

  4.8m long sack cord 

  Single secure zip

  Rounded corners ensure carp cannot 
get their head trapped

  100% Polyester

  Dimensions: L: 120cm  x W: 80cm

SAFETY CARP SACK
  Designed to ensure maximum protection 
and security when retaining a carp

  External zipped mesh pouch houses a high 
visibility Fox-moulded H-Block marker (with 
isotope recesses) on 10m of cord

  Unique sack cord system for enhanced 
bankstick security with 4m heavy duty cord 

  Soft, dark, fish-friendly mesh 

  Full length single zip with secure clip fastening

  Rounded corners ensure carp cannot 
get their head trapped

  Reinforced carry handles

  Supplied in a nylon carry pouch

  Polyester fabric, supplied in a nylon carry pouch

  Dimensions: L: 140cm  x W: 100cm

*RRP

CCC032 Royale Carp Sack  £13.99 

*RRP

CCC027 Safety Carp Sack  £27.99 

Mesh venting allows water to drain rapidly 
from the sling for accurate weighing

FEATURES

Ideal for retaining your catch for a short 
time while preparing camera equipment

*RRP - Recommended retail price
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CARP CARE

WEIGHING TRIPOD 
  Ideally suited to anglers that fish alone or need 
to weigh very large fish where extra support 
is needed to attain an accurate weight

  Two-piece legs with spigot in the middle to stop the 
legs from slipping under pressure from heavy fish

  Wide footprint aids stability

  Made from top quality, hard-wearing steel frame

  Comes supplied with own carry bag

*RRP

CCC037 Weighing Tripod  £39.99 

DIGITAL SCALES 

  Compact design

  Very user-friendly 

  Simple, easy-to-use buttons

  Features on/off button to ensure maximum battery life

  Independently-sealed electronics 

  Simple zero button (0.00) which you press once 
you have attached your wet weigh sling

  Simply press the kg/lb button to select 
between kilograms and pounds

  Backlit screen for easy use in the dark

  Metal loop on top for use with a weigh-bar or 
crook, or simply use your thumb for small fish

  Large weighing hook so easy to place weigh-sling on it

  Low battery indicator 

  Weighs up to 60kg (132lb) in 1oz increments

  Supplied with protective PU hard case

  Takes 2 x AA batteries

*RRP

CEI155 Digital Scales 60kg inc Case  £99.99 

WEIGH BAR & CASE
  Dual purpose 

  Bar comprises of 3 parts – two handle 
sections and the ‘hook’ section

  The two handles screw together with hook in middle

  The bar can be used as a standard weigh-bar for 
weighing fish or you can screw a pole onto the thread 
of the ‘hook’ section to create a weigh-crook instead

  All three parts pack away into the 
neoprene carry case that is supplied

*RRP

CCC036 Weigh Bar inc Case  £22.99 

 Folds up for easier transportation

FEATURES

Large weighing hook so easy to place 
weigh sling on it

Back lit screen for use in the dark

FEATURES

Simple, easy to use buttons
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COLLAPSIBLE WATER BUCKET 

  Perfect for keeping your catch wet 
when on the unhooking mat

  Welded PVC construction

  Collapsible design for compact storage

  Rigid top ring for easy filling 

  4.5 litre capacity

  Removable 1.6m drop cord with clip to aid filling 
when on high banks or if you suffer from a bad back

  Can also be used for cleaning hands, 
mixing groundbait etc 

*RRP

CCC040 Collapsible Water Bucket  £8.99 

CAMOLITE™ NET FLOAT 

  Features unique Fox Camo pattern

  Design to aid landing of fish 

  Split design enables float to be used 
on nets with fixed spreader block 
such as Torque and Horizon XT

  Velcro closing and fastening 

*RRP

CLN035 Camolite Net Float  £9.99 

FX NET STINK SLEEVE

  Available in standard and XL

  Fully-welded seams to retain water and unpleasant smell

  Standard is designed to fit either a 
42, 46 or 50ins landing net

  XL can hold two 42, 46 or 50ins landing nets or 
one of our STR Weigh Slings and a landing net

  Both feature a handy external pocket and Velcro strap 
for storing landing net pole, or even a stalking rod

*RRP

CLU256 FX Net Stink Bag Sleeve  £12.99 

CLU266 FX Net Stink Bag Sleeve XL  £16.99 

Perfect for keeping your catch wet on 
the bank

FEATURES

Collapsible design for compact storage

Split design enables float to be used on 
nets with fixed spreader block

FEATURES

Easy fixing

*RRP - Recommended retail price
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3ft       6ft 9ft

CARP CARE

SPARE 
REINFORCED MESH

  Soft green mesh 

  Reinforced corner sections

  Designed to fit both Horizon XT and Torque models

TORQUE® LANDING NET

  Designed to match the Torque rod range

  Offers outstanding value for money

  One of the best-selling landing net rages on the market 

  Very light and easy to manoeuvre in the water

  6ft and 8ft handle options available

  8ft version features a two-piece handle 
that is ideal for boat fishing

  Japanese shrink wrap handle grip

  Moulded solid aluminium spreader 
block with a beta-light slot

  Carbon arms

  The deep mesh is reinforced on the corners, 
is incredibly soft and a nice green colour 

  Supplied with net bag

  6ft model available in either 42 or 
46ins, 8ft version available 42ins

*RRP

CLN025 Torque 42" Landing Net  £99.99 

CLN026 Torque 46" Landing Net  £104.99 

CLN032 Torque 42" 8ft 2 Piece Landing Net  £109.99 

Soft mesh with reinforced corners

FEATURES

Machined aluminium spreader block
HORIZON® XT LANDING NET

  No expense spared on this top-of-the range landing net

  Highly versatile

  Unique spigoted-handle design

  Complements the Horizon XT rod range

  Supplied with 6ft and 3ft handle options – 6ft for 
everyday use whilst 3ft is perfect for boat use

  The 3ft handle can also be added to 6ft 
one to create a 9ft handle for landing fish 
on Zig Rigs or from high swims

  Features a 1k carbon weave 

  Japanese shrink wrap handle grip

  Black fittings

  Moulded solid aluminium spreader block that is 
bonded to a 6ins spigot and features a betalight slot

  Carbon arms

  The deep mesh is reinforced on the corners, is 
incredibly soft and a nice carpy green colour 

  Supplied with net bag

  Available in either 42 or 46ins

Handle options
3ft pole & 6ft pole supplied

*RRP

CLN027 Horizon XT 42" Landing Net  £189.99 

CLN028 Horizon XT 46" Landing Net  £199.99 

*RRP

CLN030 42" Landing Net Mesh  £19.99 

CLN031 46" Landing Net Mesh  £22.99 
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Complements the EOS rod range

FEATURES

70cm soft mesh

NEW

EOS® LANDING NET

  6ft one piece matt black carbon handle 

  Die-cast aluminium spreader block

  Shallow 70cm soft mesh 

  Supplied with net bag 

  Complements EOS rods 

  Available in 42ins and 46ins

EOS®

COMPACT LANDING NET

  42ins arms with a 6ft two-piece 
matt black carbon handle 

  Ideal for creating a shorter handle for 
landing fish from rowing boats

  Die-cast aluminium spreader block

  Shallow 70cm soft mesh 

  Supplied with net bag 

  Complements EOS rods 

Die-cast aluminium spreader block

*RRP

CLN036 EOS 42" Landing Net  £49.99 

CLN037 EOS 46" Landing Net  £59.99 

CLN039 EOS 42" Mesh/Cord  £15.99 

CLN040 EOS 46" Mesh/Cord  £16.99 

*RRP

CLN038 EOS 42" Compact Landing Net  £59.99 

6ft one piece
handle

6ft two-piece 
handle

NEW

*RRP - Recommended retail price
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